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PORTABLE DUST COLLECTOR
USER MANUAL

Version 1.0

GENERAL SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Extreme caution should be used when operating all power tools. Know your power
tool, be familiar with its operation, read through the owner’s manual and practice
safe usage procedures at all times.

CONNECT your machine only to the
matched and specific power source.
ALWAYS
wear
safety
glasses
respirators, hearing protection and
safety shoes, when operating your
machine.
DO NOT wear loose clothing or
jewelry when operating your machine.
GROUND ALL TOOLS if tool is
equipped with three-prong plug, it
should be plugged into a three-hole
electrical receptacle. If an adapter is
used to accommodate a two-prong
receptacle, the adapter plug must be
attached to a known ground. Never
remove the third prong.
A
SAFE
ENVIRONMENT
is
important. Keep the area free of dust,
dirt and other debris in the immediate
vicinity of your machine.
KEEP CHILDREN AND VISITORS
AWAY. All children and visitors should
be kept a safe distance from work
area.
NEVER leave a tool unattended while
the machine is in operation.
DON’T OVERREACH. Keep proper
footing and balance at all times.

DISCONNECT the machine from the
power source when changing drill bits,
hollow chisels, router bits, shaper
heads, blades, knives, or making other
adjustments or repairs.
SECURE WORK. Use clamps or a vise
to hold work when practical. It’s safer
than using your hand and frees both
hands to operate tool.
BE ALERT! DO NOT use prescription
or other drugs that may affect your
ability or judgment to safely use your
machine.
MAINTAIN
TOOLS
IN
TOP
CONDITION. Always keep the blades
sharp and aligned. Follow instructions
given in the user manual for lubricating
and changing accessories.
DISCONNECT TOOLS before servicing
and when changing accessories such as
blades, bits, cutters, etc.
ALWAYS keep all safety guards in
place and ensure their proper function.
The dust generated by certain woods
and wood products can be injurious to
your
health.
ALWAYS
operate
machinery in well ventilated areas use
wood dust collection systems whenever
possible.
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DUST COLLECTOR
SPECIFIC SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Read and understand the instruction manual before operating the dust collector.
Basic precautions listed below should always be followed when using your dust
collector to reduce the risk of injury, electrical shock or fire.

The CX414 is designed to collect

NEVER operate the dust collector with

sawdust only.

all blast gates closed.

NEVER attempt to use this dust

ALWAYS disconnect the dust collector

collector to vacuum water or any other

from its power source when changing

liquids.

or emptying the bags.

NEVER try to use this dust collector to

ALWAYS be sure that the collection

collect large wood pieces.

and filter bags are securely fastened to
collector body.

NEVER attempt to use this dust
collector to collect metal materials

DO NOT place your hand or tools

such as screws, nails or other metal

nears the open inlet while operation.

parts.

Serious personal injury or damage to
the machine can happen.

ALWAYS wear respiratory and safety
glasses when emptying dust from the

ALWAYS connect dust collector to the

collection bags.

matched power source.

IMPORTANT!
The safety instructions given above can not be complete because the
environment in every shop is different. Always consider safety first as it
applies to your individual working conditions.
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CX414
FEATURES
MODEL CX414 – PORTABLE DUST COLLECTOR
As part of the growing line of Craftex CX-Series woodworking equipment, we are proud to
offer the CX414 a Portable Dust Collector. By following the instructions and procedures
laid out in this owner’s manual, you will receive years of excellent service and satisfaction.
The CX414 is a professional tool and like all power tools, proper care and safety
procedures should be adhered to.

Motor ...................................................... 1.2 HP, 110 Volts, 8.2 Amps
Rated Volume Flow ................................ 425 CFM
Associated Vacuum................................ 5" H2O
Maximum Volume Flow .......................... 650 CFM
Maximum Vacuum.................................. 9.4"
Suction Hose Length .............................. 2500mm
Suction Hose Diameter........................... 100mm
Suction Hose Connector......................... 100mm
Dust Bag Volume.................................... 16/18 Gallon
Noise ...................................................... 90 dBA
Weight .................................................... 48.5 lbs
Warranty ................................................. 3 Years
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PHYSICAL FEATURES
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UNPACKING

SETUP

The machine is properly packaged in a
carton for safe transportation. When
unpacking, carefully inspect the carton and
ensure that nothing has been damaged
during transit.

Before setting up your machine you need to
read and understand this user manual
completely.

While doing the inventory if you can not find
any part, check if the part is already
installed on the machine.
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The CX414 features four casters installed to
its base unit for easy mobility. If you want to
use the CX414 as a stationary tool, do not
install the casters and find an ideal spot
where your dust collector will most likely be
positioned.
Consider your complete work environment
before placing your machine in the ideal
spot.
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PROPER GROUNDING
Grounding provides a path of least
resistance for electric current to reduce the
risk of electric shock.
CX414 is for use on a normal 110 volt
circuit. Make sure that the machine is
connected to an outlet having the same
configuration as the plug. If an adaptor plug
is used, it must be attached to the metal
screw of the receptacle. To prevent
electrical hazards, have a qualified
electrician ensure that the line is properly
wired.
The dust collector should be wired with a
plug having 3 prongs to fit a 3 prong
grounded receptacle as shown in figure-2.
Do not remove the grounding prong to fit it
into a 2 pronged outlet.

It is strongly recommended not to use
extension cords with your CX414. Always
try to position your machine close to the
power source so that you do not need to
use extension cords.
In case if you really find it necessary to use
an extension cord, make sure the extension
cord does not exceed 50-feet in length and
the cord is 14-gauge to prevent motor
damage.

WARNING!
Improper connection of the equipmentgrounding conductor can result in a risk
of electric shock. Check with a qualified
electrician if you are in doubt as to
whether the outlet is properly grounded.

Figure-1 110-Volts outlet for CX414
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ASSEMBLY
Follow the instructions below to assemble
your CX414.

Install the cross plate (10) between the side
panels using carriage bolts and hex flange
nuts.

Place fan housing (7) with the motor facing
down, on a workbench or similar stable
support and set it level with a block of wood
or similar. You can place the carton on the
floor under the motor preventing it from
getting scratched.
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Figure-3 Installing the cross plate
Screw one castor (11) to each corner of the
bottom panel and secure them using hex
nuts (12) provided. See figure-4.

Figure-4 Installing the castors
Thread the earth-chain (13) into the bottom
panel and secure it with a hex flange nut.
Figure-2 Fan housing
Loosen the 3 hexagon nuts and washers
(9) shown on both sides of the ventilator
housing. Mount the 2 plates as shown, on
the bolts. Guide the two side panels (8)
over the bolts with the adhesive label
pointing outwards. Fit all washers and retighten all nuts on the ventilator housing.
Figure-5 Threading the earth-chain
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Place the bottom panel upside down on to
the side panels and secure it using the
carriage bolts and hex flange nuts provided.
Make sure all the screws and nuts are
tightened properly and position the machine
upright with castors on the floor.

collector onto the ring and secure it using
the bottom bag clamp. See figure-8.

Figure-8 Installing the top bag

Figure-6 Attaching the bottom panel to the
side panels
Attach the hose to the suction port and
secure it using the hose clamp provided.
See figure-7.

Figure-7 Attaching hose to the machine
Insert the rod into the two holes on the dust
collector ring, shown in figure-8. Fit the dust
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TEST RUN

OPERATION

Once you have assembled your dust
collector, it is then time for a test run to
make sure that the machine works properly
and is ready to use.

Operating the CX414 dust collector is very
simple and straightforward.

Remove all the tools used for assembling
the machine components. Walk around the
machine, ensure all nuts, bolts, and screws
are tightened and the machine is properly
assembled. Connect the cord to the power
source and turn the machine ON.
During the test run if there is any unusual
noise coming from the machine or the
machine vibrates excessively, turn OFF the
power switch immediately and disconnect
the cord from the power source. Investigate
if you can find out the problem with your
machine.

WARNING!
Before starting the machine, make sure
that you have read and understood the
user manual and you are familiar with the
safety features of the machine. Failure to
do so may cause serious personal injury.

Make sure the dust collector is properly
assembled and worked during the test run.
Move the CX414 close to the machine and
use a proper sized hose connecting the
hose with its one end to the machine and
the other end to the dust collector.
Make sure the connections are secured
using hose clamps and connect the ducting
ground and the dust collector is ready for
operation.

WARNING!
Do not use the CX414 for any other
operation other than collecting sawdust.
Failure to do so could result in
malfunction of the machine and may
void the warranty.
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MAINTENANCE

REPLACING FILTER BAG

Maintenance on this machine is fairly simple.
Each time you use your dust collector, make
sure to properly clean the bags and take a
quick
inventory
of
your
machines
performance. Check the dust collector
regularly for loose bolts, screws, ensure the
dust collection bag has no tears, and ensure
all wires are in good condition.

Disconnect machine from power.
Make sure you are wearing safety glasses
and a respirator.
Release bag clamp securing filter bag, then
unhook bag from collector.
Hold the bottom of the bag securely and
remove it.

BAG CLEANING
Empty the collection bag on a regular basis.
The machine will run more efficiently if the
collecting bag is emptied regularly.

Install new filter bag and secure it using the
bag clamp.

LUBRICATION
REPLACING COLLECTION
BAG

CX414 comes equipped with shielded
bearings which are permanently lubricated.
So, there is not need to lubricate them.

Disconnect machine from power.
Make sure you are wearing safety glasses
and a respirator.
Release bag clamp securing collection bag,
then unhook bag from collector.

WARNING!
Do not make any adjustments while the
machine is running. Turn off the
machine and un-plug from the power
source before making any adjustments.

Securely close top of bag and safely
remove it.
Install new collection bag and secure it
using the bag clamp.
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PARTS BREAKDOWN
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PARTS LIST
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WARRANTY
CRAFTEX 3 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
Craftex warrants every product to be free from defects in materials and agrees to correct such defects where
applicable. This warranty covers three years for parts and 90 days for labour (unless specified otherwise), to the
original purchaser from the date of purchase but does not apply to malfunctions arising directly or indirectly from
misuse, abuse, improper installation or assembly, negligence, accidents, repairs or alterations or lack of
maintenance.
Proof of purchase is necessary.
All warranty claims are subject to inspection of such products or part thereof and Craftex reserves the right to
inspect any returned item before a refund or replacement may be issued.
This warranty shall not apply to consumable products such as blades, bits, belts, cutters, chisels, punches
etceteras.
Craftex shall in no event be liable for injuries, accidental or otherwise, death to persons or damage to property or
for incidental contingent, special or consequential damages arising from the use of our products.
RETURNS, REPAIRS AND REPLACEMENTS
To return, repair, or replace a Craftex product, you must visit the appropriate Busy Bee Tools showroom or call 1800-461-BUSY. Craftex is a brand of equipment that is exclusive to Busy Bee Tools.
For replacement parts directly from Busy Bee Tools, for this machine, please call 1-800-461-BUSY (2879), and
have your credit card and part number handy.
 All returned merchandise will be subject to a minimum charge of 15% for re-stocking and handling with the
following qualifications.
 Returns must be pre-authorized by us in writing.
 We do not accept collect shipments.
 Items returned for warranty purposes must be insured and shipped pre-paid to the nearest warehouse
 Returns must be accompanied with a copy of your original invoice as proof of purchase. Returns must be in
an un-used condition and shipped in their original packaging a letter explaining your reason for the return.
Incurred shipping and handling charges are not refundable.
 Busy Bee will repair or replace the item at our discretion and subject to our inspection.
 Repaired or replaced items will be returned to you pre-paid by our choice of carriers.
 Busy Bee reserves the right to refuse reimbursement or repairs or replacement if a third party without our
prior authorization has carried out repairs to the item.
 Repairs made by Busy Bee are warranted for 30 days on parts and labour.
 Any unforeseen repair charges will be reported to you for acceptance prior to making the repairs.
 The Busy Bee Parts & Service Departments are fully equipped to do repairs on all products purchased from us
with the exception of some products that require the return to their authorized repair depots. A Busy Bee
representative will provide you with the necessary information to have this done.


For faster service it is advisable to contact the nearest Busy Bee location for parts availability prior to bringing your
product in for repairs.
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